The Nutra Boss is a dual fertilizer placement tool
for any row crop plant. It evenly distributes the
nutrients near the root zone, and is compatible
with any sprayer on the market today.

601 6th Ave SE
Winnebago, MN 56098
Phone: 641-863-0343
Email: kkleveland@main-inc.com
Website: www.nutra-boss.com

What it is..
The NutraBoss is a dual fertilizer placement tool
for any row crop plant. It evenly distributes the
nutrients near the root zone.

Features
Goes with Benefits









Single point hookup on existing boom
Small mounting bracket
Double jointed placement tool
Stainless Steel
Construction
Unit weighs 9 lbs.
Split application
Dual tube distribution

Benefits
Goes with Features








Minimal cost with fast conversions
Stays on boom when units removed
Moves easily through crop canopy
No erosion
Less weight & fatigue on boom
Nutrients closer to root zone
More accurate product flow

Testimonials
Just wanted to let you know I went out and did 80 acres yesterday real
quick. It worked flawless. And with having the extra two on the right
hand side, you can do the end rows, and flip them up, and drop the
other two and your going in a hurry. Works great! At 10 gallons, you
can see the strips of liquid on the ground. It's just a nice stream coming
out a couple inches away from the plant. I think the only way it could
be better is if it was maybe a little closer to the plant itself. But that
would make it similar to a planter where you need to go a certain
speed at all times to keep the accuracy. But your talking 2 inches at
most. Well I think right now, and I would have to measure, but I
believe it's within 6". But could be made to go about 2" closer. But like I
said, you would have to slow down. Getting it closer I think you would
need to do a better job of driving. Right now, I wouldn't change a thing
on it. I was going 9mph to get it to come out to 10gpa. And it worked
great at that. If you ever have anyone interested, have them give me a
call or send them here to take a look. It works great in my mind.

Used my NutraBoss units last week. 670
acres in two days. No problems at all
with your equipment!! Thanks. Worked
great.
Kim K.
Albert City, IA
Chad Stuewe
Glencoe, MN
612-363-2777
Dan Erickson
Alden, MN
Dan Chism
Emmetsburg, IA

NutraBoss is not for any particular sprayer; it fits on all
sprayers!
Videos







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm_fdCPiS_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ph0bjIIMyQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr5QSH8JLM8%E2%80%8B
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unlE2vn4YXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJ8rqRHcbnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUHMfrcFhEk

